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HSBC Global Asset Management is a global organisation engaged in investment advisory and fund management
activities, and is ultimately owned by HSBC Holdings plc. Statistical information pertaining to personnel, as well
as assets, may be aggregated at a global firm level including satellite affiliates unless indicated otherwise. Funds
under advice (other than direct management) may comprise assets managed by affiliates of HSBC Global Asset
Management, which provide advice in the form of portfolio construction, sector allocations and / or securities
recommendations.
All data contained herein is sourced HSBC Global Asset Management at 30 June 2020 unless otherwise
noted.

Submission of this document shall not create, and shall not be deemed to create a legally binding agreement. It
is understood that any agreement to provide investment management services is subject to, among other things,
the preparation, negotiation and execution of a definitive written contract, mutually acceptable to all parties. Each
party may terminate negotiations regarding the proposed services at any time, without penalty.

Past performance is not an indication of future return
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Our investment philosophy
The approach followed for FDC’s sub-fund relies purely on fundamental active management which is backed
by proprietary research and fully integrates Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) considerations.
We believe that European fixed income markets often misprice underlying risks. To exploit these inefficiencies,
multiple uncorrelated sources of alpha can be combined to aim for and maximise outperformance. We believe
that the opportunity set lies in two major sources of alpha.



For credit strategies, asymmetries caused by lack of research and investor decisions made under different
constraints (ratings, maturities, etc.) create inconsistencies between risk premiums and credit fundamentals.
For rates strategies, we look to exploit curve distortions and inconsistencies between the shape and level of
yield curves and economic and financial factors.

Each strategy is independently managed to efficiently capitalize on our managers’ specialisation. We use a
rigorous risk budgeting approach to combine them whilst optimising returns.
We believe that ESG issues can have a material impact on issuer fundamentals and performance over the
longer-term and that they are linked to opportunities and risks that financial markets may not be pricing appropriately.
Therefore, we believe that issuers who conduct their businesses in a responsible and sustainable way are
more likely to deliver value over time. Research shows that ESG integration improves fixed income portfolio
resilience and does not lead to negative performance impact.
We integrated ESG into our fixed income process in 2007, leveraging external rating agencies to inform our
research and analysis, and using country and company ESG ratings as well as carbon intensity scores in our
corporate issuer selection process. We also worked on ESG factors integration in our sovereign investment
process. We are continuously enriching our approach toward ESG integration (integration of non-financial
indicators in the reporting, extension of the ESG coverage, onboarding of new ESG data providers, internal training,
launch of new ESG thematic or impact products…).
Our commitment to responsible investment also translates by an active membership to a number of key global,
regional and local initiatives. For instance, as a signatory to the Montreal Pledge since 2015, we have reported the
carbon footprint of our clients’ investment portfolios on an annual basis. We use the TCFD recommended metric –
weighted-average carbon intensity - and publish our Montreal Pledge report on an annual basis on our website.
As shown in the below graphic, ESG considerations are the responsibility of all our investment professionals and
are integrated at each step of our investment process. The materiality of these issues is key and must be well
understood and incorporated into the decision-making process.

Source: HSBC Global Asset Management as of March 2018. Representative overview of the investment process, which may differ by product,
client mandate or market conditions.
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Initial investment universe
The first step in the process consists of excluding:



FDC’s exclusion list
HSBC’s exclusion list related to banned weapons

These restrictions are included in our trading systems in order to block any potential error or trading on a pre-trade
basis. This is conducted under the supervision of a specialised and independent risk team.

Our approach to ESG integration in Fixed Income investing
HSBC Global Asset Management was an early PRI signatory in 2006. As a signatory of the PRI, we work with
other investors in leading engagement on a range of issues. We report annually on our responsible investment
activities and how UN PRI principles and different ESG aspects are covered as part of our investment processes.
We achieved a PRI top score of A+ in the 2019 PRI Assessment Report for our Fixed Income expertise. This
corresponds to a top quartile ranking with less than 10% of asset managers awarded with this rating.
Being a responsible fixed income portfolio manager materialises into three main pillars:





ESG integration into our corporate credit research opinion and portfolio construction
Engaging with companies each time we (credit research analysts) have a contact with their representatives
in order to encourage them to adopt best practices in their ESG policies and Improve market transparency
and sustainability disclosure
Develop a range of products from ESG integration to impact investing to foster the migration of assets
toward the financing of more sustainable economic activities

Our investment teams take ESG criteria fully into consideration when allocating and implementing portfolios. For
every security we hold, we can indicate its E, S, and G ratings as well as its overall ESG score as recorded on our
dedicated intranet. We can also indicate the average ESG rating of a portfolio, and show how it compares to the
average ESG rating of the investment universe.
Our fixed income team incorporates ESG analysis as a specific input into their fundamental research framework.
This includes six distinct and complementary activities:










We incorporate specific ESG analysis for all companies that we research. Our research professionals
analyze, comment and assign ratings as part of their Annual Review of individual companies. They also use
the ESG sector and thematic reports which are produced by our ESG research team and made available
globally on our proprietary ESG intranet. They integrate ESG considerations into their overall company
analysis alongside other fundamental credit considerations such as the company’s competitive positioning,
scale and financial metrics. all internal company-level research documents now have an ESG section. All
these documents are made available via our various front office tools (Analytics for fixed income).
We use third-party research and a proprietary ESG database to help identify possible high-risk names.
This third-party research is used as an input into our fundamental credit analysis. This data is also used
systematically to rank issuers by ESG scores rather than as an absolute performance measure and the scores
feed into our investment decision making tools. Issuers with an ESG score in the bottom 5% of their industry
sector are classified as high risk and are subject to enhanced due diligence and approval by a senior
investment professional. Similarly, a reported potential breach of one or more of the 10 principles of the UN
Global Compact marks an issuer as high risk and triggers enhanced due diligence. Pending the result of the
enhanced due diligence, new investments are not permitted or are restricted.
Complementing the production of enhanced due diligence of the bottom 5 % ESG high risks issuers based
on our proprietary ESG database, is our bi-weekly high frequency ESG risk process based on the output from
the third party provider RepRisk. The RepRisk platform is real time and monitors reputational risk. If an issuer
is flagged based breaching a pre-determined level of reputational risk and held in fixed income mandates
credit research team will respond to 2 key questions relating to the issue(s): Are the team aware of the issue
as set out? How has this issue been taken account off in the investment decision?
If a significant ESG problem is confirmed and deemed to have a fundamentally negative impact on credit
quality, the company is excluded from the investable universe and is not eligible for investment. All existing
holdings must be divested as well, across our portfolios.
Our credit analysts are responsible for engaging with the company management of the credits that they
cover in their allocated sector and geography – generally through calls and meetings with management and
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in company roadshows. During these conversations, the credit analysts actively discuss ESG matters as part
of their normal company contact. Credit analysts are expected to engage with issuers on ESG routinely, and
to escalate the conversation to the senior management of issuers when justified. We would like to reach a
point where ESG is expected to be part of any conversation between issuers and credit analysts.
All senior credit analysts receive ESG training on a regular basis. In turn, they provide support to other team
members in the analysis of ESG issues. In addition, we arrange periodic training calls with analysts to update
them on our evolving data provision. We also hold cross-asset class, sector-specific calls, using the ESG
sector checklists to dive deeper into relevant regulatory and industry trends, and established or emerging best
practice within sectors.

Governance and Executive management framework

The ESG Investment Oversight Committee comprises cross asset class leadership for integrating ESG into
fundamental research across Equities and Fixed Income. It has decision authority to oversee and approve all ESG
research methodology and output in investments and allocate AMG resources accordingly.
The Fixed Income ESG Investment Committee is responsible for the application of our broad ESG integration
process in fixed income. This Committee makes recommendations to pass or sanction (fail) an issuer based on
the recommendations of the investment team and the Enhanced Due Diligence (EDD) process. A sanction (fail)
includes action such as Do Not Add, Reduce or Complete Disinvestment. In addition, the Fixed Income ESG
Committee validates the Green Bond approval process.
In addition, our dedicated intranet site helps us share information on companies, sector insights and best
practices, promoting ideas and innovation for further ESG development. The site is available to the entire
global fixed income platform and supports our ESG Integration strategy. It includes a number of modules covering
a wide range of topics with a clear articulation of expected benefits. ESG topics within each module are rolled out
systematically, using a number of methods including webinars, guidance documents and all relevant documents,
tools and resources saved against each topic.
We use third party research from the following providers: MSCI ESG Research, ISS ESG (formely ISS Ethix and
ISS Oekom), Trucost Research, Sustainalytics, RepRisk.
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Corporate credit bonds: how is ESG intregrated?
Credit research is conducted by our Global Credit Research team comprising over 45 credit analysts,
specialised by sector and location and sharing the same methodology and tools. Analysts are responsible for the
eligible investment universe and provide independent and comprehensive research with recommendations and
ratings of the covered issuers. Analysts comply with high standards: initial issuer analysis and assessment,
maintenance of internal ratings, investment recommendations and follow-up comments on every credit event such
as earning release, regulatory changes, etc.
Our credit research process includes fundamental, valuation and technical analysis. The ESG work is integrated
with fundamental analysis through formal inclusion in the Annual Credit Review and quarterly updates. These
annual reviews cover various sections on company fundamentals, including two sections on E&S and G – which
result in a specific score for each. Credit research, working with our counterparts in equity, have developed a large
number of guides to ESG issues by industry sector. These documents function both as tutorials and checklists,
ensuring that all analytical issues relevant to a particular sector and issuer have been raised and addressed in our
qualitative analysis.
The E&S and G scores are evaluated in conjunction with other financial and extra-financial qualitative and quantitative
considerations to determine the issuer’s overall fundamental rating. E&S and G scores are revisited and updated on
a quarterly basis. Credit analysts have access to third party ESG research in the ESG internal database, in addition
to our proprietary ratings.

ESG Rating process
We have developed a proprietary algorithm to produce issuer ratings, issuer rankings and ESG portfolio
evaluations. Our tool helps us provide Executive Summaries for each issuer, covering: their ESG rating and rank (in
percentile) within their industry sector; an absolute risk level based on a Global Compact compliance assessment;
and a relative risk level with commentaries on ESG issues as defined below:




1. Absolute approach: this is a norms-based analysis of the company’s compliance with UN Global Compact
principles. UN Global Compact is a set of 10 global norms covering human rights, labour standards, the
environment and anti-corruption.
2. Relative approach: Far from being “one size fits all”, our approach takes each sector’s specificities into
account to determine the materiality of ESG criteria. We have determined 30 sectors, based on the GICS
definitions, and we have given E, S and G criteria different weights for each sector, as relevant.

Source: HSBC Global Asset Management. For illustrative purposes only. Representative overview of the investment process, which may differ by
product, client mandate or market conditions.

The ESG rating calculation engine helps us calculate an aggregate 0 (worst) -10 (best) ESG rating for
approximately 10,000 companies. The ratings are available on the primary proprietary front office tools used by the
team.
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The numeric ratings are built by using external research and other data. The rating is a weighted combination of
three ratings: E, S and G, as shown in the following formula:

Source: HSBC Global Asset Management. For illustrative purposes.

High Risk issuers and Enhanced due diligence
Issuers with an ESG score in the bottom 5% of their industry sector are classified as high risk and are subject
to enhanced due diligence and approval by the ESG Investment Oversight Committee. Similarly, a reported
potential breach of one or more of the 10 principles of the UN Global Compact marks an issuer as high risk and
triggers enhanced due diligence. Pending the result of the enhanced due diligence, new investments are not permitted
or are restricted. For high risk names, the portfolio manager and/or analyst conducts enhanced due diligence, using
input including sell-side research, Bloomberg data, company reports as well as the outcomes of potential engagement.
The Fixed Income ESG Investment Committee is responsible for the application of our broad ESG integration
process in fixed income. This Committee makes recommendations to pass or sanction (fail) an issuer based on the
recommendations of the investment team and the Enhanced Due Diligence (EDD) process. A sanction (fail) includes
action such as Do Not Add, Reduce or Complete Disinvestment. In addition, the Fixed Income ESG Committee
validates the Green Bond approval process.

RepRisk data source.
1. ESG database is our internal database of ESG scores which feeds internal decision making tools.

Source: HSBC Global Asset Management. For illustrative purposes only. Representative overview of the investment process, which may differ by
product, client mandate or market conditions
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Sovereign bonds: how is ESG intregrated?
In fixed income, we also consider ESG in our sovereign investment process. As part of our ongoing qualitative
assessment of country risk, we undergo an in-depth appraisal of a number of different factors. These include
Institutional strength, independence and transparency, and the rules of law, as well as financial and economic policy
and the ease of doing business. We also assess the socio-economic contract and sustainability, and the broader
political and geopolitical risks. We continue to develop this quantitative ESG factor analysis on an ongoing basis.
ESG factors are considered as part of the ongoing qualitative assessment of country risk. More recently, we have
just completed a quantitative study to assess the predictive power of MSCI’s ESG sovereign scores. Our
findings over the testing period (01/2012-12/2017) suggest that ESG criteria demonstrate predictive power,
particularly for Emerging Markets. Given the positive results from the study, we are currently working to
incorporate normalised MSCI’s ESG country scores into the country model we use in our investment
process.
ESG analysis of sovereign risk is an important component of evaluating sovereign bonds. We rely on ISS- ESG
research (Oekom previously) to provide ratings for sovereign issuers. This research is available on the ESG
Intranet. The evaluation of government performance is based on two dimensions with multiple indicators:
1. Social and Governance rating – Political System and Governance, Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms, and Social Conditions
2. Environment rating – Natural Resources, Climate Change and Energy, and Sustainable Production and
Consumption
The rating relies on about one hundred criteria of which 30% are qualitative and provides a quantitative input for our
internal country scoring tool. Using this tool, the Head of European Rate Strategy provides his country
recommendations to the broader fixed income team, including the portfolio manager responsible for FDC’s sub-fund.

Source: HSBC Global Asset Management. For illustrative purposes only.
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Opportunity assessment & determination of active bets: a
team centric approach with regular communication
Analyses for both corporate credit and sovereign bonds are leveraged upon during local weekly Euro Credit and
Euro Rates Committees. During these committees, the team reviews specific issuers, discuss market trading
conditions and main investment risks.



The Credit Committee determines the convictions on the credit markets, sector preferences, fundamental
issuer selection and relative value opportunities
The Rates Committee makes recommendations on duration and curve positions, country allocation and bond
selection. These rates decisions allow the credit portfolio managers to exploit additional opportunities to
generate alpha while minimising the portfolio risks by reducing the overall correlation of the strategies
implemented in portfolios.

Investment ideas are proposed and ESG criteria are considered alongside traditional financial metrics for
both corporate and sovereign bonds.

Portfolio construction and risk monitoring
Portfolio construction is ultimately the responsibility of the portfolio manager. It consists in translating our
bottom-up and top-down convictions discussed during the Credit and Rates Committees into active positions
consistent with the risk calibration and constraints of the portfolio.
The portfolio manager selects the bonds within the eligible investment universe that, for the same credit quality
and spread, have better global ESG scores. Thanks to the proprietary ESG intranet, he can monitor the
aggregate ESG profile of the portfolio against the benchmark associated with FDC’s sub-fund.
Risk management is a critical component of our investment process. Within the investment team, investment
risks are assessed and measured during the opportunity assessment and portfolio construction steps.
The portfolio manager is responsible for monitoring risk guidelines and portfolio constraints on an ongoing basis
through front office systems and risk analysis tools. The portfolio manager monitors risks both at the portfolio level
and at the individual issuer level (absolute and active weights, absolute and active credit duration contributions).
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Important Information
DEFINITION OF TERMS
Alpha, often considered the active return on an investment, gauges the performance of an investment against a market index or benchmark
which is considered to represent the market’s movement as a whole. The excess return of an investment relative to the return of a benchmark
index is the investment’s alpha.
Bottom-up analysis considers the fundamentals of a company from numerous perspectives including its financial statements, quality of
management, product or service, where it is situated in its respective industry, who its suppliers and competitors are, etc. rather than on the
sector in which the company operates or on the economy as a whole.
Duration is the average time to payment. It is also a measure of the effect of interest rate changes on the price of a fixed income asset or
portfolio. Duration is defined in years (that is, a three year duration means the value of the bond could rise about 3% if interest rates fall by 1%.
Sovereign debt is debt that is issued by a national government. Sovereign debt differs within and across countries e.g. by its maturity, the
currency in which it is issued and whether it offers nominal or real interest rates.
Top-down analysis looks at the "big picture" first, and then the details of smaller components. Typically, the analysis begins with the global
economy, then macro trends within the economies with the best opportunities followed by the sectors that are poised to take advantage of
these macro trends.
The yield curve depicts the relationship between a bond´s maturity and its yield. The yield curve usually refers to this relation for government
bonds. While the curve is often sloping upwards (i.e. higher yields for longer maturities), it is not unusual to observe other shapes (inverted, Ushaped, etc...).
The yield spread or credit spread is the difference between the quoted rates of return on two different investments, usually of different credit
quality. It is often an indication of the risk premium for investing in one investment product over another.

DISCLAIMER
HSBC Global Asset Management (France) is authorised and regulated by the French Autorité des Marchés Financiers (no. GP99026).
This document has been prepared in response to the specific enquiries of, and is only intended for, the investor named in this document, on
the basis that they are a professional investor as defined by MiFID. It should not be shared with third parties.
The investor must assess and, if necessary, take advice on the suitability of any investment ideas set out in this or any other document (forming
part of a request for proposal or tender submitted to HSBC by the investor) to their objectives and risk appetite. HSBC cannot be held liable for
investment decisions made on the basis of this document.
This document is not intended to constitute a direct offer, nor form the terms of, or representations as to, a contract with HSBC. The formation
of a binding agreement as to the provision of investment services by HSBC is subject to discussion and negotiation, which may be terminated
at any time, by either party, without penalty.
Characteristics and weightings are for illustrative purposes only, are not guaranteed and are subject to change over time, and without prior
notice, taking into account any changes in markets.
Any market views or data detailed in this document reflects market conditions at the time of preparation and is, therefore, subject to change.
The information contained within this document is believed to be materially accurate at the time of writing. However, HSBC cannot be held
responsible for the accuracy of information obtained from third parties.
All data from HSBC Global Asset Management (France) unless otherwise specified. Any third party information has been obtained from sources
we believe to be reliable, but which we have not independently verified.
The value of investments may go down as well as up. There is always a risk that the investor may not get back the original sum invested.
Investments in other currencies may increase or decrease in value, solely due to changes in currency exchange rates that apply.
The performance figures displayed in the document relate to the past and past performance should not be seen as an indication of future
returns.
Past performance is no guarantee for future returns. The value of the money invested in the fund can increase or decrease and there is no
guarantee that all of your invested capital can be redeemed. Future returns will depend, inter alia, on market developments, the fund manager’s
skill, the fund’s level risk and subscription, management and redemption costs. The return may become negative as a result of price losses.
The investor should take into account that higher yields in emerging market investments may reflect a greater risk of economic, political or
market instability in that region. This can cause investment price volatility and pose a greater risk to the capital invested.
Figures that refer to the past and past performance are not reliable indicators of future results.
Statistical information relating to the organization and structure of HSBC Global Asset Management, or its affiliates, may be aggregated to
represent the wider HSBC Group.
HSBC Global Asset Management is a group of companies in many countries and territories throughout the world that are engaged in investment
advisory and fund management activities, which are ultimately owned by HSBC Holdings Plc. HSBC Global Asset Management is the brand
name for the asset management business of HSBC Group.
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The assets of funds detailed in this document may be managed by affiliates of HSBC Global Asset Management, which provide advice and
recommendations on portfolio construction, sector allocations and securities.
Consequently, HSBC Global Asset Management will not be held responsible for any investment or disinvestment decision taken on the basis
of the commentary and/or analysis in this document.
All data from HSBC Global Asset Management (France) unless otherwise specified.
Any third party information has been obtained from sources we believe to be reliable, but which we have not independently verified.
HSBC Global Asset Management (France) - 421 345 489 RCS Nanterre.
Portfolio management company authorised by the French regulatory authority AMF (no. GP99026) with capital of 8.050.320 euros.
Postal address: 75419 Paris cedex 08
Offices: Immeuble Coeur Défense - 110 Esplanade du Général de Gaulle - La Défense 4 - 92400 Courbevoie - France
www.assetmanagement.hsbc.com/fr
Non contractual document, updated on : 06/07/2020
Copyright : All rights reserved © HSBC Global Asset Management (France), 2020.

INFORMATION REGARDING SELECT EXTERNAL ESG RESEARCH PROVIDERS
MSCI ESG RESEARCH
Although HSBC Global Asset Management’s information providers, including without limitation, MSCI ESG Research LLC and its affiliates (the
“ESG Parties”), obtain information from sources they consider reliable, none of the ESG Parties warrants or guarantees the originality, accuracy
and/or completeness of any data herein. None of the ESG Parties makes any express or implied warranties of any kind, and the ESG Parties
hereby expressly disclaim all warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, with respect to any data herein. None of the
ESG Parties shall have any liability for any errors or omissions in connection with any data herein. Further, without limiting any of the foregoing,
in no event shall any of the ESG Parties have any liability for any direct, indirect, special, punitive, consequential or any other damages (including
lost profits) even if notified of the possibility of such damages.
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Optimisation and ESG Risk Monitoring












































